Orphan nuclear receptor TR3/Nur77 biologics inhibit tumor growth by targeting angiogenesis and tumor cells.
Pathological angiogenesis is a hallmark of many diseases. Previously, we reported that orphan nuclear receptor TR3/Nur77 was a critical mediator of angiogenesis to regulate tumor growth, sepsis and skin wound healing. However, none of the TR3/Nur77 targeting molecule has been in clinical trial so far. Here, we designed and generated novel TR3 shRNAs and two minigenes that had therapeutic potential for cancer treatment. In addition to extend our previous findings that tumor growth was inhibited in Nur77 knockout mice, we found that metastasis of colorectal tumor was completely inhibited in Nur77-/- mice. Tumor masses were increased ~70% and decreased ~40% in our transgenic EC-Nur77-S mice and EC-Nur77-DN mice, in which the full-length cDNA and the dominant negative mutant of TR3/Nur77 were inducibly and specifically expressed in mouse endothelium, respectively. TR3 was highly expressed in the vasculature and tumor cells of human melanoma and colorectal cancer tissues, but not in normal tissues. The novel TR3 shRNAs and two minigenes almost completely inhibited the proliferation and migration of HUVECs and human melanoma A375sm cells. Angiogenesis induced by adenoviruses expressing VEGF and melanoma growth in mice were greatly and significantly inhibited by systemically administration of adenoviruses expressing TR3 shRNAs and two minigenes. Tumor angiogenesis and the expressions of genes associated with angiogenesis were greatly regulated in tumor tissues treated with TR3 shRNAs and minigenes. Taken together, these studies demonstrated that TR3/Nur77 was a specific therapeutic target for several human cancers by targeting both tumor cells and tumor microenvironment. These TR3/Nur77 biologics inhibit angiogenesis and tumor growth, and have translational potential.